Most of the recent rapid development of the homology or cohomology theory of fibre spaces is based on the use of spectral sequences, as introduced by J. Leray [l ]. In order to use spectral sequences successfully, it is almost always necessary to have a good deal of information about the term usually called for cohomology E2 or for homology E2 of the spectral sequence. In his original work, Leray proved that the term E2 in the spectral sequence for the Cech cohomology of a fibre space is naturally isomorphic to the cohomology of the base space with local coefficients in the cohomology of the fibre. The appropriate analogues of this result for cubical singular homology, and cohomology were proved by J.-P. Serre [3] , and are fundamental in applications of homology theory to homotopy theory.
[July third section of Chapter II; within Chapter II, this statement will be referred to as 3.4. 0. General abstract notions 1 . Categories and functors. The language of this paper is that of "categories and functors," cf. [6] and [7] . We recall briefly the principal notions.
A category is a collection ft consisting of "objects" and "maps"; the general nature is indicated sufficiently by such examples as "topological spaces and continuous maps," and "groups and homomorphisms."
If/: A^>B is a map, we call A the domain, and B the range off. Iff: A->B and g: B~^C are maps, gf: A-*C is the "composition."
With any object A is associated the "identity" 1(A): A-^A.
The symbol 1 will be used ambiguously to denote any identity the object of which is clear from the context.
Let ft and 63 be categories. A function T which assigns to each object A of ft an object T(A) of 03, and to each map/: A->B of A a map T(f): T(A) ->T(B) of 63 will be called a covariant functor T: ft->63 if (i) P(gf) = P(g)P(f) whenever gf is defined, (ii) T(l(^)) = l(r(^)) for any object A of ft.
This is the only kind of functor used in this paper to any great extent. The functor ft->ft which assigns to any object or map that object or map itself will again, ambiguously, be denoted by 1. If ft' is a sub-category of ft, and T: fi^>63a functor, T\ ft' denotes the restriction of T to fi'.
Let S, T: ft->(B be covariant functors. A function V which assigns to each object A of a a map T(A): S(A)^T(A) of 63 will be called a "natural transformation of functors T: S->T if for every map /: A->B the "condition of naturality" T(B)S(f) = T(f)T(A) is satisfied. For most natural transformations of functors the verification of naturality is easy. Such a verification will usually be omitted in this paper; sometimes it is quite tedious. In one case in Chapter II, the verification of naturality is difficult, and constitutes the crux of the whole argument. Here the verification will be done in detail.
The natural transformation T-^>T which assigns 1(P(^4)) to the object A is called the identity transformation, and will be denoted by 1.
If S, T: ft->63 are functors, and a' a sub-category of a, the restriction of T to S| a' will be denoted by Y\ a'. If 63 is a category in which a notion of inclusion C 1S defined, we shall write SQT if S(A)ET(A) for every object A of a. in ft. The domain of (u, v;f, g) is/, and the range is g. If (u, v;f, g), (u', v'; g, h) are maps, composition is defined by (u', v'\ g, h) ■(u, v; f, g) = (u'u, v'v; f, h), and if f:A^>B is an object of Dft, we define 1(f) = (1(A), 1(B); f,f).
The category SDft and various sub-categories will play an important role later in this paper. Actually, we will sometimes consider even more complicated categories obtained from ft, such as, for example, the derived category of the derived category of ft, denoted by SDSDft.
Sometimes we want to take direct sums of modules indexed on something rather large. We will assume that we are using some sort of set theory where this makes sense. For example, if we use the system of von NeumannBernays-Godel which distinguishes between "sets" and "classes" it is sufficient to assume (i) the objects of the category 3TI (1.1.1) form a set, and (ii) it A, B are objects of the category ft, the class of maps/: A-^B is a set. Condition (ii) is satisfied in all categories where the objects are sets of elements. Condition (i) is satisfied in the singular theories of Chapter III, but not for all the examples of Chapter II. This, however, causes no difficulties.
I. Acyclic models and local coefficients 1 . Acyclic models. If ft is a category and 9TCa sub-category of ft, we shall denote by [9TC, ft] the set of all mappings of ft with domain an object of 9TC, and by [9TC, A] the subset of [9TC, ft] whose range is a given object A of ft.
1.1. Definitions. The pair (ft, 3TC) will be called a category with models if ft is a category, and 3TC is a sub-category of ft called the model sub-category. Objects of 3H are called models or model objects.
The quadruple (ft, 9TC, a, 8) will be called a category with models and degeneracies if (ft, 9H) is a category with models, and a and 8 are functions mapping [3TC, ft] into itself such that (0) a(l(M))=B(l(M)) = l(M) if M is a model, Notice that (3) implies that fi(fi(u)) = fi(u), and that (1) and (2) imply that a(a(u)) =a(u). The axioms concerning a and fi in the preceding definition say that if u: M-^A is a map in ft whose domain is a model object, then u can be factored into fi(u)a(u) where a(u): M-^M' is a map in SOX, and fi(u) This diagram is commutative, and axioms (3) and (4) give the relationship between the factorization of u and the factorization of fu. The functions a and fi are known as a system of degeneracies on the category with models (ft, 3TC). Any such category may be provided with a system of degeneracies in a trivial fashion by setting a(u) = 1 (M) and fi(u) = u for any map u: M-+A with domain a model.
1.2. Example. Suppose for a moment that the category ft with which we are dealing is the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. Let 7°b e a point, and for w>0, let 7" be the standard w-cube, i.e. 7" consists of ntuples of real numbers (tx, • • ■ , t") such that 0</,<l for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n. The model objects are the cubes (7"}, and 911 is the category of continuous maps with domain and range a cube.
If u: I"->A is a map, we must factor u into fi(u)a(u). Suppose that u(h, ■ ■ ■ , tn) =u(h, ■ ■ ■ , tp, 0, • • • , 0) and that p is the smallest integer for which this is true. Define a(u): In^>Ip by a(u)(h, that with these definitions a and fi are a system of degeneracies. Assumption. For the rest of this section (ft, 311) is a fixed category with models; it will usually be denoted by ft, object will mean object of ft, and mapping will mean mapping of ft. Moreover, system of degeneracies will mean such a system (1.1) on the category (ft, SIX).
1.3. Definitions. If a, fi is a system of degeneracies on ft, then uE [311, ft] is degenerate if uy^fi(u), and is nondegenerate if u=fi(u).
For an object A, let S(A) denote the set of nondegenerate maps in [3TC, A ]. The system of degeneracies being used will always be clear from the context.
Assumptions and notations. For the rest of this paper we will work over a fixed commutative ring with unit, denoted when necessary by A. All notions such as homomorphism, module, or tensor product will be relative to AThe category of A-modules and A-homomorphisms will be denoted by 9a-However, since A is fixed this will usually be abbreviated to 9'-Further the category of graded A-modules and graded A-homomorphisms will be denoted by gA, or g. An object in this category is a A-module G which is the direct sum of submodules indexed on the non-negative integers, i.e. G = 2^n>o Gn, and a homomorphism cp: G^>G' is a homomorphism of modules such that^>(Gn)CG:» for all n. We will denote <p\Gn hycpn. The function which takes G into Gn for G an object in 9, and cp into <pn for cp a map in g is a covariant functor taking g into 9'. There is also another covariant functor taking g into g' which is sometimes convenient to use, namely the functor which forgets about gradation.
The category g' is embedded in the category g in a natural way by mapping a module G into the graded module G' such that Go =G, and Gn' =0 for n>0.
In the category g the tensor product of two modules G and G' is the module G®G ' such that (G®G')n = 2Zr+s-n Gr®G's. Similarly if cp and cp' are homomorphism in g, then (4>®cp')n= ^r+.=» <Pr®<p'sFinally in the category g we have the notion of homomorphism of degree r, where r is an integer. A homomorphism of degree r, cp: G^>G' is a homomorphism of modules such that cp(Gn)EG-+r-Actually we should say that this is the case so long as n+r is greater than or equal to zero. Instead we adopt the convention that an object in g has a submodule Gn tor each integer n positive or negative, but G" = 0 if w<0. Now in the category g a homomorphism is the same thing as a homomorphism of degree 0. 1.4. Definitions.
If K: ft->g is a covariant functor, and u: M^A is an element of [311, A), we shall denote by K(M, u) the set of pairs (k, u) such that kEK(M). Let i(u): K(M)-+K(M, u) be defined by i(u)k = (k, u), and let j(u) be the inverse of i(u). The set K(M, u) is to be considered as a module so that i(u) is an isomorphism.
Let a, 8 he a system of degeneracies, and define a new functor K: ft->9
by setting K(A)= ^2uesu) K(M, u) for any object A, and
where M' is the domain of B(fu), and B(fu) ES(B) as required.
Next we define a natural transformation of functors TK: K-+K by setting TK(A)\K(M, u)=K(u)j(u) for A an object and uES(A). The functor K is representable relative to the system of degeneracies a, B if there is a natural transformation of functors xk'-K^>K such that TkXk'-K-+K is the identity. When no confusion will result, TK is abbreviated by T, and Xk by xNotice that if A is an object, then K(A) does not depend on the system of degeneracies being used, but that if/: A->J5 is a map then K(f) does depend on the system of degeneracies. Further, notice that representability is a notion which depends on the system of degeneracies. The question of what system of degeneracies is convenient to use when dealing with a given functor K is closely tied up with the structure of the functor K, as we shall see later. [July 1.5. Notation and conventions.
Let dQ denote the category of differential graded modules and admissable homomorphism; in other words an object of dQ is a pair (G, d) such that G is an object of 9 and d is an endomorphism of degree -1 of G such that dd = Q. A map/ is a map of graded modules which has the additional property that fd = df. Hereafter an object (G, d) in dQ will be denoted merely by G. There is a covariant functor taking the category dQ into the category 9i namely that functor which forgets about the differential operator. If K: OL-^dQ is a covariant functor, we will use the same notation for the associated covariant functor taking a into 9, and if L: Q->dQ is another such functor, we say that T: K-^L is a natural transformation of functors of degree r^O if it is a natural transformation of the associated functors mapping into 9. and T'-Kn->Ln+r. In the category dQ homology is defined as usual, and we have that 77(G) = ]C">o Hn(G). Note that 77 is a covariant functor mapping dQ mto 9-The natural transformation of functors
Go-^HoG will always be denoted by e.
1.6. Definition. If K: d-^dQ is a covariant functor, and a, fi is a system of degeneracies on a, we say that K is represenldble if the associated functor A': a->g is representable (1.4). 1.7. Example.
Again suppose a is the category of topological spaces and continuous maps with models as in 1.2. For any object A, define Qn(A) to be the free module generated by the maps u: In-^A. Such a map is called a singular n-cube of A. Let Dn(A) be the submodule of Qn(A) generated by the degenerate w-cubes of A, i.e. those such that U9^fi(u), and let Cn One verifies easily that C: Ct-^dQ is a covariant functor. Further Cn(A) has a natural basis consisting of the nondegenerate singular w-cubes of A, where A is an}' topological space. Let a, fi be the system of degeneracies described in 1.2, and define x: C->C as follows: Suppose u: In^>A is a nondegenerate ra-cube of A, then if 1:7"->7" is the identity map, we define XuEC"(In, u) to be that element which corresponds to 1 under i(u): Cn(I") ->Cn(7n, u). With this definition of %, we have that C: GL-^dQ is a representable functor.
Actually it is possible to prove that the functor C is representable when using the trivial system of degeneracies [4] , but this representation is more difficult to handle than the one we have chosen.
1.8. Notation and conventions. Once having chosen a system of degeneracies, there is defined a natural sub-category of 3TC such that the objects are the model objects, and the maps those of the type a(u). This category will be denoted by 311". Notice that the objects of 3H" are the same as the objects of 311, but there are in general fewer maps in 3TCa than in 3TC. The fact that 3TC" is a category is due to the relation a(a(u)a(v)) =a(u)a(v) which is a consequence of 1.1 Axiom 4, and shows that the composition of two maps of the type a(u) is again such a map. Notice that if the system of degeneracies a, 8 is the trivial one, then all maps in 311" are identity maps.
1.9. Definitions. A covariant functor K: ft-^fg is acyclic if there exist natural transformations of functors 17: H0K^rKo, and U: K->K of degree +1 such that if Un-K"->Kn+i is the functor determined by U we have
(1) dU0= 1 -ije, and
(2) dUn+ Un-id=l for w>0, where e: Ka-^HaK is the usual natural transformation.
The pair (U, rj) is a contracting homotopy for K. Notice that (1) implies e = erje, and that since e is onto we have that e-q is the identity of H0K.
The functor K will be said to be acyclic on models relative to the system of degeneracies a, 8 if K\ 3TC" is acyclic. If K(M) is a free module for every model M, and a, B is the trivial system of degeneracies this just means HgK(M)=0 for q>0, and H0K(M) is a free module.
1.10. Remarks. If K: &-*dCj is a functor, and a, 8 is a system of degeneracies on ft, it is evident that there is a natural differential operator on the functor K or that R: ft->dg, and that the T: K-*K is a natural transformation of functors, in particular Td = dT. However, even if K is representable it will almost never happen that xd = dx-If K is acyclic on models, then K is acyclic and a contracting homotopy U of K\ 311" gives rise to a contracting homotopy U of K. 1.12. Theorem. Let K, L: a-*fg be covariant functors, and suppose a, 8 is a system of degeneracies such that K is representable and L is acyclic on models. Under these conditions if T: HqK\ 3H->H0L\ 3TC is a natural transformation of functors there exists cp: K-+L an extension of T, and if cp' is an extension of T, cp and cp' are homotopic.
Proof. We will give some details of the proof of the first part of this theorem, the proof of the second part will be left to the reader.
We have that T induces T: H0K^HoL. Let (U, 7]) he a contracting homotopy for L\ 3TC", and (U, n) the corresponding contracting homotopy for L. Define cp0 = r]Te, and by induction cpk+i = TUk<pkdx-One verifies easily that 0 is an extension of T. [July 1.13. Example. Continuing with the example of 1.2 and 1.7, we now show that the functor C defined in 1.7 is acyclic on models. by making a few additional mechanical calculations one verifies that C is acyclic on models.
1.14. Theorem. Let K, L: a->dg be covariant functors, and T: H0K\ 3TC ->770L| 3TC a natural equivalence. Suppose further (1) there exists a system of degeneracies a, fi on GL such that K is representable, and K, L are acyclic on models, and (2) there exists a system of degeneracies a', fi' on d such that L is representable and K, L are acyclic on models. Under these conditions there is a unique natural equivalence (p*: HK-^HL induced by an extension of T.
This theorem is an immediate corollary of the preceding theorem.
2. Local coefficients.
Notations.
Let (a, 3TC) denote a category with models, and a, fi a system of degeneracies on this category. Suppose K: &-*dQ is a covariant functor, and u: M->A is an element of [3TC, A ]. In this case we shall denote by t(u) the projection of K(A) on K(M, u) (cf. 1.4), and we shall write 8(u) =j(u)r(u).
If x: K->K is a representation, we shall write ty(u) =Yt(u)% = K(u)d(u)X.
2.2. Definition. Suppose K: a->dg is a covariant functor, and x: K-+K a representation.
We say that x splits, or that K is split representable if (1) t(u)x = X<&(u) for every object A and uES(A), and
for every object A and uES(A).
(2) may be written
2.3. Example. Continuing with the example of 1.2, 1.7, and 1.13, we wish to show now that the representation x: C-+C defined in 1.13 splits. Let u: In->A be a nondegenerate singular-cube. We have that r(u)xu is the element of C(7", u) which corresponds to i: 7"->7n. Further if v: In->A is a different nondegenerate singular cube, t(u)xv = 0. On the other hand ty(u)u = u, and ^(m)w = 0. Consequently x^(u)u = t(u)xu, and x^(u)v = 0. This means that we have verified condition (1) on basis elements which is sufficient.
Continuing with the same notation, 8(u)xu is the element of C(In) corresponding to l:7n->7\ and 8(u)xv = 0. Now ^(1) = ^(^^(^x, and therefore "'F(l) acts as the identity on the cube corresponding to 1: 7"->7" and annihilates all other singular cubes on 7". Therefore, Condition 2 is verified.
Proposition.
If K: a->dg is a covariant functor, and x-K-+R a split representation, then (1) ^f(u)^(u)=<Ir(u) and ^(u)^(v) =0 for v^u, (2) setting KU(A) =ty(u)K(A), we have K(A) = 53ae«u) KU(A), and
2.5. Definition. A covariant functor G: 31Z->g' will be called a local system of coefficients on ft if G(v) is an isomorphism whenever v is nondegenerate. A local system such that G(v) is an isomorphism for every map v will be called a Steenrod system. Let F he a given module; the Steenrod system such that G(M) = F for every model object M, and G(v) = 1(F) for every map in M will be called the constant system F, and a local system which is naturally equivalent to F will be called a simple system with module F. Clearly any simple system is a Steenrod system. 2.6. Lemma. The covariant functor G: 3H->g' is a simple system with module where Mu denotes the domain of u. For any map/: A^>B we define 2.8. Proposition. If K: ft->g is a covariant functor which has a split representation, and G is a local coefficient system on ft, then K*G: a->g has a split representation. One verifies easily that T is a natural equivalence of functors since for nondegenerate u, we have G(u) is an isomorphism (cf. 2.5). There is a natural differential operator d on KoG, and we define a differential operator d' on K * G by setting d' = T_1dT. This enables us to define a differential operator d" on K*G by setting
Finally using the representation x'-K * G-^K * G defined in 2.8, we define d a differential operator by setting d = Td"x-One now verifies by some trivial but slightly tedious calculations that d\ '3K = d', and that the differential operator d induced in K * G by d in K*G is just d". Actually we should not call d a differential operator until these verifications are made for we do not know d2 = 0. However, once having verified that d and d" agree on K*G this follows immediately from d2 = </.2rx = rd!2x = 0.
Having defined a differential operator in K * G we henceforth regard it as a covariant functor taking a into dQ. Further it is not difficult to see that
-+77(A:oG).
2.10. Proposition. If K: a-*2g ^s ° covariant functor which has a split representation and is acyclic on models, and G is a local coefficient system on a, then K*G: CL-^dQ is acyclic on models.
Proof. Clearly the acyclicity of K\ 311" implies the existence of a contracting homotopy for KoG, and this can be transferred to (K * G)\ 9TI" by T.
2.11. Notation and definition. Let K: GL->dQ be a covariant functor, and define G(K) =H0K\ 3TC. We say that K is augmentable if G(K) is a local system. Thus K is augmentable if and only if H0K(v) is an isomorphism for every nondegenerate map v in 9TC. 2.12. Definition.
A covariant functor K: &->dQ is a singular functor relative to the system of degeneracies a, fi if (i) it has a split representation x> (ii) it is acyclic on models, and (iii) G(K) is a simple system with module A.
2.13. Theorem. If K, K': a-><7g are singular functors relative to the system of degeneracies a, fi, then HK, HK': &->Q are naturally equivalent.
The preceding follows immediately from 1.14.
2.14. Theorem. Let a, fi be a system of degeneracies on a, G: 3TC->g' a local system, and K: GL->dQ a singular functor relative to a, fi, then (i) K*G:&->dQ is a covariant split-representable augmentable functor which is acyclic on models, and (ii) G and G(K * G) are naturally equivalent.
In view of 2.8 and 2.10 only the last part of the theorem remains to be proved. This follows simply using the following lemma.
2.15. Lemma. If K: ft->dCj is acyclic on models, and G: 3TC->g' is a local system, then for M an object of 311, H0(K o G)(M) = H0K(M)®G(M), and for
2.16. Theorem. Let a, 8 be a system of degeneracies on ft, L: ft->dg a covariant augmentable representable functor which is acyclic on models, G = G(L), and let K: ft->dg be a singular functor. With these hypotheses the functors HL, H(K*G):a^Q are naturally equivalent.
3. Local coefficients on indexed categories. In the preceding section we have given a definition of local coefficients, and proved certain theorems about homology with local coefficients. However, as yet we have not made explicit the connection between our definition and the classical concept of local coefficients. This section will be devoted to remedying this deficiency. In the course of this work it is convenient to introduce the notion of an indexed category.
3.1. Definition. Let ft be a given category. A contravariant indexing on ft consists of the following:
(i) a category 3 such that the objects are sets of elements and the mappings are ordinary mappings of sets, and
(ii) a contravariant functor T: ft->&. In other words to every object A of a we have assigned a set T(A), and to every map/: A-^B of a a map T(f): T(B)^>T(A) such that (i) if gf is a map in ft, then T(gf) = T(f)T(g), and
(ii) 7X1)-1.
Given a contravariant indexing on ft, we define a new category Fft as follows:
(i) An object of Fft is a pair (A, x) where A is an object of A and xET(A).
(ii) If (A, x) and (B, y) are objects of Fft, a map (f, x, y): (A, x)-*(B, y)
is composed of a map/: A->5, and two indices x and y such that T(f)y = x. If (ft, 3E) is a category with models, then Fft is a category with models, the model sub-category being denoted by F3TC. An object of F3TC is an object (M, x) of Fa such that M is a model, and a map (f, x, y): (M, x)-+(N, y) of F3TC is a map in Fa such that/ is a map in 3TC.
If a, 8 is a system of degeneracies on ft, we define a system of degeneracies still denoted by a, 8 on Fft by setting a(u, x, y) = (a(u), x, T(B(u))y), and B(u,x,y) = (B(u), T(8(u))y,y).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [July Notice that there is a natural covariant functor taking Pft into ft which sends an object (A, x) into A, and a map (/, x, y) into/. If K: ft->63 is a covariant functor we will denote by K: Pa->63 the covariant functor which is the composition of K and the natural functor from Pa to a. Thus K(A, x) = K(A), and K(f,x,y)=K(f). Suppose that we are given an ordinary local coefficient system in the classical sense [8] on B. Then every map/: A-^B induces such a system on A. Consequently every object of the category Pft has attached to it a classical coefficient system. Moreover, since cubes are simply connected, the objects (In,f) where/:
7n->25 have attached to them a unique group. In other words if we consider ft as a category with models as in the earlier examples, we now have a local coefficient system such as we have described earlier on the category Pft.
We now pass on to show the connection between local coefficients as we have defined them, and as defined classically [8] in a more abstract manner. Assumption, (ft, 3tl, a, fi) is a fixed category with models and degeneracies, and T: ft-># is a contravariant indexing on ft. This hypothesis will be retained for the remainder of this section.
If K: d->dQ is a covariant functor which is split representable, acyclic on models, or singular, then so is K: Td->dQ.
Model assumptions I. We assume there are three special models, P, I and 72 called respectively the point, the interval, and the square. Further, we assume these models satisfy the conditions listed below.
(1) For every object A in a there is a unique map of A into P.
(2) For every object A there is a map u: P-+A, and if u is any such map a(u) = 1.
(3) There are maps j°, j1: P->I and nondegenerate maps k", k1, k2: I->P all of which lie in 3TC and such that ky = kij\ k°j" = k2j°, k2ji = *vi.
3.3'. Example. Consider again the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. P is the point, 1 the unit interval, and I2 the square. Define j"(P) =0, j1(P) = 1. The maps k°, k1, k2 are maps which go around the edges of the square.
k2 -»-kl ->-k°W e define k°(t) = (t, 0), kl(t) = (l, t), k2(t) = (0, 2t) for 0<t<l/2, and k2(t) = (l, 2t-l) for l/2<t<l.
Definition.
A map of P into A is called a point of A, and a map u: I->A is called a pa</i z« ^4. The path u has initial point uj°, final point mj'1, and is said to be a path connecting these points. Two paths v, w: I-*A are homotopic if there exist maps u: Is->A and /: P->A such that uk°=v, uk2 = w, and ukl=fg where g: 1->P is the unique map. Notice that if v, w are homotopic they have the same end points.
An object A is connected if every pair of points of A can be joined by a path, and is simply-connected if any two paths with the same end points are homotopic.
Notation.
If u: I->A is a path let [u] denote the homotopy class of u.
Model assumptions II.
(1) The model objects in ft are connected and simply connected.
(2) Let m, v: I-*A he paths. Condition 1 in the preceding is self explanatory. Condition 2 says that if you have a map defined on a closed connected part of the boundary of a [July square which is not the whole boundary, you can extend to a map of the square. Geometrically this is evident since the square has such a piece of its boundary as a retract. This condition (a form of the extension condition of Kan applied to squares) allows one to define a product between paths u and v such that the final point of u is the initial point of v. Condition 3 then says that this product is associative. With these axioms it is clearly possible to define the fundamental group of an object A in ft based at any point of A. 3.5. Definitions.
For each model object M choose a map j(M): P->M, suppose /(/) =j°, and /(72) = k°j°.
If G: P3TC-*Q' is a local system define a new covariant functor GR: P3TC->Q'
as follows:
(1) If Af is a model object and xET(M), GR(M, x) =G(P, T(j(M))x).
where z=T(j(N)y and z' = T(j(M))x.
3.6. Lemma. The transformation Ta: G-^GR defined by T0(M, x)
~x is a natural equivalence, and GR is a local system.
3.7. Definition. G: P311->Q' is a reduced local system if Ta is the identity.
3.8. Lemma. If G: P3TC-->g' is a local system, then GR: P3TC->g' is a reduced local system.
Assumption.
G: P3TC^>g' is a reduced local system which we consider fixed. 3.9. Definition. If w: I-*A is a path in A, and xET(A), we define
Since G is a reduced system G(P, T(wj°)x) =G(P, T(w)x), and therefore
Ux:G(P, T(wjl)x) ->G(P, T(wj°)x).
In other words given a path w connecting two points of Ai;w,x is an isomorphism of the group attached to one point with the group attached to the other. (2) FpAEFp+iA, (3) dFpAEFpA, and (4) An=Y.pFpAr\An.
The set {FPA } is said to be a filtration on A. Let/: A->B be a map of differential graded modules, and suppose both A and B are filtered. The map/ is filtration preserving itf(FpA)EFPB.
We denote by d5 the category of differential graded filtered modules and filtration preserving maps.
There are several functors mapping the category d5 into the category [July dQ. First there is the functor which neglects the filtration. Secondly the theory of spectral sequences (cf.
[2] and [3] ) provides us with a sequence of functors Er:d5->dQ (r > 0) such that HEr = Er+1. Our notation is a compromise between that of Serre, and that of Cartan and Eilenberg. For all definitions and proofs we refer to [3] . We shall write EPtQ(A) for the bigraded spectral sequence of A, so that dr: E'PA-»Ey_r,3+7-i where p is the filtration degree, and p+q the total degree or dimension. Recall that E°Q = FpAC\Ap+jFp-iAC\Ap+q. V'E'P,t(A)E'p+,,t-+i(B), and
The proof of this lemma may be found in [5] .
Corollary.
Under the conditions of the preceding lemma E'(f) = E'(g) if r> s.
Clearly the homomorphism V described above is a homotopy. Such a homotopy is said to be of degree s, and as we have seen above induces a homotopy at the stage 5 of the spectral sequences involved. The system of degeneracies a, fi is weakly compatible with dimension if (l) y(fi(u))<y(u).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Assumption, (a, 3TC, y) is a category with models and dimension which is fixed for the rest of this section.
Definitions.
Suppose a, B is a system of degeneracies on a, K: Q,-+dQ is a covariant functor, and x: K->K a split representation.
We say that X is weakly compatible with dimension if Proof. Part 2 of the proposition follows immediately from part 1. To prove part 1, let A he an object and u an element of S(A) such that y(u) =p. We will write = for equality modulo elements of filtration <p. Now our result will follow if we can prove dx(A)ty(u) =x(A)d^(u), where u=B(u) and a(u)
is the identity map l(M): M-*M of the domain of u. By 2.2, 2, we have
and the proof is complete. The preceding proposition is a basic step in our calculation of E2 in the spectral sequence for a fibre space. It is part of what enables us to calculate E2 without actually calculating El. This will not be used until later. At present we content ourselves with giving an application showing the existence of normalized functors. 2.7. Theorem. Let a, fi be a system of degeneracies on d which is weakly compatible with dimension, K: d-rdQ a covariant functor, and x'-K^>K a split representation which is compatible with dimension. Then for each q>0, the functor E\aK: a->ig has a normalized split representation induced by x-If further K is acyclic on models by means of a contracting homotopy U such that UFPK | 3H C Fv+iK | 3U, and L = E\0, then HK and HL are naturally equivalent. The space R(f, ir) is the space induced by the map/ from the map tt. In this section we abstract this process so as to be able to deal with it in fairly general categories. Though we do not use the fact in this paper, the abstraction of induced space works as well for semi-simplicial complexes and semi-simplicial maps, or for semi-cubical complexes and semi-cubical maps as it does for topological spaces and continuous maps.
3.2. Definition. Given a category a, a will denote the category defined as follows:
The objects are ordered pairs of maps of a with a common range; the object A1+B<LC will be denoted by (/, g). A'LrB'^-C' which will be denoted by (a, b, c;f, g; f', g'), or sometimes ambiguously by (a, b, c). The domain of the map above is (f, g) and the range (/', g').
3.3. Definition. Given a category a, a covariant functor 2: a->£>T>Q, (the derived category of the derived category of a, cf. chapter 0) denoted by S = S(F, Q, R, S) is an induced structure on a if it satisfies the following axioms:
(1) For an object (/, ir) of a, (/, ir) is the object (Q(f, ir), f; P(f, ir), ir) of D£>a, i.e. the commutative diagram
R(f, t)--> E P(f, tt) 1 It
A --> B in a. (4) Given a map ir: E->25 of ft, there is a map tr(7r): E->R(tt, tt) such that
P(ir, t)<t(t) = C(7r, ttMtt) = 1(E).
This last hypothesis assures the existence of certain cross sections. g IT
Lemma. Given maps A->E^>B of d, there is a unique map o-(ir, g):
A-+R(irg, tt) such that P(n, *M», g) = 1(A),
Moreover, we have that a(ir, 1(E)) =a(ir).
Proof. Let a(r, g)=S(l(A), 1(B), g; irg, irg; irg, ir)a(irg). One verifies readily that this map satisfies the conditions of the lemma, and uniqueness follows from 3.2, (3). Proof. Let q'(ir)=S(ir, 1(B), 1(E); ir, ir; 1(B), ir)cr(ir). 3.6. Definition.
If 2=2(P, Q, R, S) is a given induced structure on a we define a new induced structure S = S(F, Q, R, S) on a as follows:
For an object (/, ir) of ft, ir: E-*B, we define !(/, t) = 2(/, ir) if / ^ 1(5), and 2(/,x) = (1(E), 1(B); t, it) if/= 1(B). again using the notation of 3.5. An induced structure 2 is said to be reduced if T: 2->Z is the identity.
3.7. Lemma. If 2 is any induced structure, then 2 is a reduced structure.
Assumption, (ft, 3TC) is a category with models, and 2 =2(P, Q, R, S) is a reduced induced structure on a.
Thus, given ir: E^B we have R(l(B), ir)=E, q(ir) =Q(l(B), ir)=l(E), P(l(B),ir)=ir,cr(l(E))=l(E).
Our aim is now to show how to turn the category Da into a category with models (30a, 3)311), and to show how a system of degeneracies a, B on ft [July gives rise naturally to a system of degeneracies on 2D a. Further we will show how a dimension function y on a gives rise to dimension functions on SDft. We will carry out this process using the induced structure 2. One could turn SDa into a category with models without using 2, but the models would be different. This would be done by saying that a model in SDa is a map in 3E, and a map in SD3TC a commutative square diagram in 3TC, in other words by letting the model sub-category of 'Sid be the derived category of 9TC. For some purposes this would seem to be the most convenient way to define a model structure on SDa, but we have not been able to handle this structure very well. If we had a dimension function y on a, and a system of degeneracies a, fi on a, which was compatible with dimension, the preceding would give rise to a dimension function y on SDft as follows: Suppose u: M->M' is a map in 311, this is an object of SD3TC and we would define y(l(u)) =y(M'), thus completely determining the dimension function on SD3TL If
is a map in 2D3TC, and we tried to define a of this map to be
we would not in general have a commutative diagram. If, however, fi(u) = 1 (M') then the diagram would be commutative, so if we restricted our models in SDft to be those maps which were in 3TC™, we would be all right at this stage. Further the definition of fi by the diagram N" JSL. N I a(vfi(f)) I v 1 P(vf) l would give us a system of degeneracies on the models sub-category of SDft. This system of degeneracies would be weakly compatible with dimension, but not compatible with dimension. Now a functor K: ft->dg which was representable by a representation x which was compatible with dimension would give rise to a functor K: SDft->dg which would be representable by a representation x which would be weakly compatible with dimension. It would seem reasonable that two singular functors on a which had contracting homotopies of degree 1 on the model derived category would give rise to the same spectral sequences from E2 on. We have been unable to prove this. Consequently we now abandon this procedure, and continue our program with the aid of an induced structure.
3.8. Definitions. We define 2D3TC to be the category such that objects of 3D3TC are maps in a whose range is an object of 3TC, and such that maps are commutative diagrams Notice that in the preceding we have a strong violation of notation in that SD3TC is not the derived category of 311.
3.9. Proposition. (2Da, 2D3TC) is a category with models, and a system of degeneracies a, 8 on d gives rise to one on Sfl (cf. 3.8).
The proof of this proposition is a bit tedious, but not difficult.
3.10. Definition. If (a, 3E, 7) is a category with models and dimension, define 7: SD3TC->Z+ by
where u: A->M, and M is a model object.
3.11. Theorem. If (a, 3TC, a, 8, 7) is a category with models, dimension, and degeneracies, then (SDa, 3)311, a, B, y) is a category with models, dimension, and degeneracies. Further, if the system of degeneracies on (x is weakly compatible with dimension, so is the one on 3)a.
Functors on 3) a.
Assumption. Throughout this section (a, 311, a, 8, 7) is a given category with models, degeneracies, and dimension, and the system of degeneracies [July a, fi is weakly compatible with dimension. Moreover, 2 = 2(P, Q, R, S) is a reduced structure on ft, and (SDft, SD3TC, a, fi, y) is the category with models, degeneracies, and dimension, defined in 3.8. We will also keep fixed the following notations:
ir: E-*B, ir': E'-^B' are maps of ft, F= (/, g; ir, ir') is a map of SDft. 4.1. Definitions. Let K: a->g be a covariant functor. Define covariant functors 7vc:SDa->g, and 7C*:2Da->g by Kd(
t) =K(E), KD(F) =K(f); KR(w) =K(B), KR(F) =K(g).
In other words KD is the functor corresponding to the domain of objects in SDa when they are considered as maps in a, and KR is the functor corresponding to the range of similar objects. If K: d-^dQ, then in an obvious way KD and KR may also be regarded as functors into dQ.
Notations. We will write KD and KR for the A functor on 2Da corresponding to KD and KR. Further to shorten notation in this section we will write vr= 2(», 7r).
Definition.
Let K: d-^-dQ be a covariant functor, and x: K-+K be a split representation.
Define x: KR-*KR by
x(x) | KV(B) = i(v')B(v)x(B).
Note that in the preceding definition we are using the fact that x is a split representation.
Proposition.
If K: a->dQ is a covariant functor, and x-K-+K a split representation, then (1) x'-KR-^KB is a split representation, (2) if x: K-^K is weakly compatible with dimension, compatible with dimension, or normalized so is X'-KR-*KR, (3) if K is acyclic on models, so is KR, and (4) if K is a singular functor, so is KR.
The proofs of the preceding are straightforward, and we omit them. We now consider the same questions for the functor KD. Here the situation is much more complicated.
Definition.
Let K: a->dg be a covariant functor, and x: K-*K a split representation of K. Define x: KD->KD as follows: Suppose uES(E), and kEKu(E). Let k' be defined by k' = K(S(a(iru), 1(B), u; ru, iru; fi(iru), ir)a(iru))8(u)x(E)k, and define x(Tr)k=i(fi(iru)T)k'.
Proposition.
Under the conditions of the preceding definition x'-KD-:>KD is a split representation.
Proof. The most difficult thing to establish is the naturality of x. i-e-to prove that KD(F)x(+) =x(tt')Kd(F).
To do this we use three diagrams, Figures 1, 2, 3 , and the notation of these diagrams. S' = 5(«(ffl3(,r»0), g,/; P(tu), t; f)(*'u'), O.
5" = 5(t, \{B'),fQ; t'Q'S', t'Q'S'; /3(ttV), t') a" =o-(irV)
S'" = 5(a(7rV), 1(3'), «'; ir'«', «V; /5(ir'«'), «0
Figs. 2 and 3 (cf. Figures 1 and 2) . Now using the notation of 4.4, we have [July
= (Q(P(g*u), it'), P(g**);P', O = (Q(fi(rr'fu), x'), fi(ir'fu);P', x') = (Q(fiWu'),ir'),PWu');P',rr>) = fiWu'y, and hence by (1) and (3) above our result will follow if we show ki = k2.
and comparing with (2), it remains to show that S'VSa = S'"a"a(fu). Now, Q'S'"<r"a(fu) = u'a(fu) = fi(fu)a(fu) = fu, Q'S"VS = fQSc = fu, P'S'"a"a(fu) = a(Tv'u')a(fu) = a(rr'fu), P'S"a'S = a(gfi(TU)) = PSo-= a(gfi(iru))a(iru) = a(gTru) = a(ir'fu).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore S"o"So = S'"cr"a(fu) by condition (3) of 3.3. This completes the verification of naturality. The remainder of the proof that x'-KD-*RD is a split representation is not difficult, and will be left to the reader. The proposition just proved is the second key proposition in our calculation of E2 of the spectral sequence of a fibre space, for it is this proposition which leads to the representability of E1. 4.6. Definition.
If K: &->dQ is a covariant functor, a split representation x'-K^>R is strongly compatible with dimension if it is compatible with dimension and if ^(v)d^(u)^0 implies y(B(irv)) <y(B(iru)) or B(irv) =B(iru) for m, vES(A) and any map ir: A->B.
4.7. Theorem. If K: G,->dQ is a covariant functor, and x'-K-+R is a split representation which is strongly compatible with dimension, then KR, KD: 3Dft-»<Jg have split representations which are compatible with dimension.
This theorem is essentially j ust a summary of what we have already proved. However, we now have by §2, a spectral sequence ErKD: 3)ft->/Jg, and we know a little bit about this spectral sequence.
Theorem.
With the same hypotheses as in 4.7, the functor E\iaKD: SDft-><ig has a normalized split representation.
5. The calculation of E2. We now calculate E2 in an abstract situation which parallels the calculation for fibre spaces, and as we shall see later actually gives us the theorem of Leray and Serre that E2(f) =H(B; H(F)) where /: E->B is a fibre map with fibre F. In this section we continue with the hypotheses that (ft, 3TC, a, 8, y) and 2 satisfy the conditions of §4.
5.1. Definitions. A sub-category J of 3)a is closed relative to 2 if it satisfies the following conditions (cf. II.3.2, II.3.3):
(1) If (/, tt) is an object of a and ir an object of 57, then 2 (f, ir) is a map of JF. (2) If J: (/, ir)-»(/', ir') is a map of a and ir, ir' are objects of F, then
(J) is a map of 2D3\
When JCS^a is closed, define 5311 to be 3^3)311, and let a, 8, y denote the restrictions of the degeneracies on 3)ft, and the dimension function. In the preceding one thinks of a, as the category of topological spaces and continuous maps, and of SP as the subcategory of 3)ft consisting of fibre spaces and fibre-preserving maps. The fact that 3r is closed is just the assertion that the induced space of a fibre space is again a fibre space, and that certain maps involved with the induced space of a fibre space are fibre-preserving maps. This situation will be considered in detail later.
Proposition.
If 3:C3)a is closed, then (3r, SJ3TC, a, 8, y) is a category with models, degeneracies, and dimension; further the system of degeneracies a, 8 is weakly compatible with dimension.
Let JCSXJ be closed, and let L: S)a->dg be a covariant [July functor. If x-L-^L is a representation which is split, compatible with dimension, or normalized, then x\ &'• L\ SF->2,| 5is a representation which is split, compatible with dimension, or normalized.
5.4. Theorem. Let JFC^Q-be closed, L: ST->dg be a covariant functor, and X'-L^L a split representation which is compatible with dimension. Suppose E\AL: ff-><fg is augmentable and acyclic on models, and let G(q)=G(E\AL) = E\AL\'M. Finally, let K:5->dQ be a singular functor, then the functors E\AL and HP(K *G(q)) are naturally equivalent.
Proof. By 2.5, EXL has a split representation.
The result now follows from 1.2.16.
Using the preceding proposition and 4.3 a singular functor on 5 could be obtained by taking a singular functor C on a, and then using CR\ SJ.
Having proved this proposition we now only have to verify its hypotheses in the case of fibre spaces and fibre preserving maps to calculate E2 for a fibre space.
III. The singular theories on topological spaces
Throughout this chapter we will deal wth the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. When necessary this category will be denoted by ft. Though we have seen how to define models, degeneracies, and dimension in this category in earlier examples (cf. 1.1.2, 1.1.7, 1.1.13), we now want to do this in several ways.
1. The cubical singular theory. Recall that we have let 7° denote a fixed point, and 7" the unit w-cube. For m>0, 7" is the set of M-tupIes of real numbers (h, ■ ■ ■ , tn) such that 0 < ti < 1 for i = 1, • • • , n. Recall that we have defined Qn(A) to be the free module generated by the singular w-cubes of A, for any topological space (cf. 1.1.7) and Dn(A) to be the submodule of Qn(A) generated by the degenerate n-cubes of A with respect to the aft system of degeneracies.
Let D'n(A) be the submodule of Qn(A) generated by the degenerate w-cubes of A with respect to the symmetric system of degeneracies. Uv is degenerate regardless of whether we are using aft or symmetric degeneracies. [July Finally if u is a singular w-cube define y(u) =n, y is a dimension function.
Theorem.
Both the aft and the symmetric system of degeneracies on A are compatible with dimension. The singular functors C and C are acyclic on models with respect to either system of degeneracies. The functor C has a split representation which is strongly compatible with dimension when using the aft system of degeneracies, and the functor C has a split representation which is strongly compatible with dimension when using the symmetric system of degeneracies. Actually the system of degeneracies we have defined could be called the symmetric system of degeneracies for simplicial singular theory, and an aft system of degeneracies could also be defined, just as for cubical theory. Either of these systems of degeneracies works well as far as ordinary homology theory is concerned, or as far as the spectral sequences of fibre maps are concerned.
2.5. Definitions. 2.6. Theorem. The singular functor C" is acyclic on models and has a split representation which is strongly compatible with dimension.
To prove this theorem it suffices to note that if u: A"->Am and a(u) =m, then D(u(r0, • • • , r")t) =u(D(r0, ■ ■ ■ , rn), t).
3. General homotopies in the singular theories and the prismatic theory.
At this stage we are missing two important things: First we have not compared cubical singular theory with simplicial singular theory, and second we have not yet considered the effect on these theories of general homotopies between maps. To remedy the first situation we change our definition of the model sub-category of a, by letting 311 be the category such that an object is either a standard cube or a standard simplex, with maps being all maps in a whose domain and range are in 3IL Further we define a system of degeneracies a, 8 on a. Suppose u: M^A, then a(u) and B(u) are defined by 1.3, II if M is a cube, and by 2.3 if M is a simplex. Finally we define a dimension function y by taking obvious extension of the simplicial and cubical dimension functions. [July Instead of the preceding we could have used aft degeneracies on the cubical half of the model sub-category. This would be convenient if we wanted to compare the functors C and C" directly. However, we choose to compare C and C" since it seems to us that the symmetric system of degeneracies is actually more convenient than the aft.
3.1. Theorem. On the category with models, degeneracies, and dimension defined above, the singular functors C and C" have split representations which are strongly compatible with dimension.
3.2. Theorem.
7/.4 is any topological space, and G is a local coefficient system on A (in the classical sense), then the cubical singular homology of A with coefficients in G is isomorphic with the simplicial singular homology of A with coefficients in G.
The preceding, a slight strengthening of a theorem of Eilenberg-MacLane which states the same result for ordinary coefficients [4], follows from 3.1, and the work of 1.3. In this theorem it makes no difference whether by the cubical singular homology we mean that obtained by using the chains normalized by dividing by the degenerate chains with respect to either the aft or the symmetric degeneracies, and by simplicial singular homology one can mean that obtained by dividing by the degeneracies of 2.3, the aft degeneracies, or not dividing by degeneracies at all. To make this completely formal, it would be necessary to write a few more details, but this has not seemed worthwhile.
3.3. Definitions. The space 7rXA" is the standard (r, n)-prism. We consider P as identified with 2rXA°, and A" as identified with 7°XA".
Let P3tl denote the category whose objects are standard prisms, and whose maps are continuous maps between standard prisms. A map u: 7rXAn->A is called a singular (r, M)-prism, and we denote by QTiU(A) the free module generated by the singular (r, «)-prisms of A. Note that Qo,n(A) =Q" (A)
andQri0 ( 3.6. Lemma. Using the definitions of 3.5 we have 
d"Pr = Prd" + \\-\x, and (3) dp = pd.
Parts (1) and (2) of the lemma follow by a simple direct calculation using the identities of 3.8. Part (3) is proved by induction on r using parts (1) and (2). Actually we could make a category with models, degeneracies and dimension (A, P3Tla, fi, y) by using the combined simplicial and cubical degeneracies. On this category we could define a singular functor Cp which is the quotient of Qp by the submodule generated by the degenerate prisms. However, there seems to be no particular interest in this functor except as a means of relating the cubical and simplicial singular functors.
IV. Fibre spaces
Throughout this chapter, a is the category of topological spaces and continuous maps.
1. The calculation of E2 for a fibre space.
Proposition.
There exists an induced structure 2 = 2(P, Q, R, S) on a.
Proof. For any A-L>BJLE in A, we define R(f, x) = {(a, e)\(a, e)EA XE, fa = ire} with the topology induced by that of A XE (cf. II.3.1). We then define Q(f, x), P(f, x), <r(x) by Q(f, *)(a, e) = e, P(f, x)(a, e) = a, and cr(x)e = (e, e).
Finally we define S(h, k, g;f, ir;f, ir') =5 by S(a, e) = (ha, ge).
Definition.
A map x: 2£->25 will be called a fibre map if it is onto and satisfies the following condition: Suppose P is a finite convex polyhedron with boundary P, and maps We will denote by 5 the sub-category of 3)a the objects of which are fibre maps, and the maps all maps of £>a with fibre maps as domain and range.
1.4. Lemma. The sub-category iFo/Dft is closed relative to 2 and 2.
1.5. Theorem. Let L: JF-x/g be one of the functors CD\5, C'D\5, or C"D\5, let K: J->dQ be the corresponding functor CR\n, C'R\5, or C"B\5, and let G(q) =Eoi8L| M. Under these conditions the functors E2p,qL and Hp(K*G(q)) are naturally equivalent.
To prove this theorem, it suffices by II.5.3 and II.5.4 to prove that E\iQL is augmentable and acyclic on models. This will be taken care of in § §3 and 4.
The preceding theorem is the theorem which gives the structure of E2 for the spectral sequence of a fibre space. In more classical language it says that if ir: E-+B is a fibre map with fibre F, then E2(ir)cnII(B; H(F)), the coefficients on the right being local, and that this isomorphism is natural on the category F.
2. Fibres. If ir: E-^B is a fibre map, the counterimage of a point bEB is the fibre over b. For sufficiently smooth fibre spaces with connected base space B, the fibres over any two points have the same homotopy type, and in general their singular complexes have the same homotopy type when the base space B is connected.
Before proceeding with the remainder of the proof of the last theorem, we wish to prove it for the special case where B = b is a single point. Note that any map with image a single point is a fibre map. The proof of this proposition is immediate.
3. Geometric considerations. For this section we let (a, 3TC, a, 8, y) denote the category with models, degeneracies and dimension of III.3. In this section and the next we will give proofs assuming the covering homotopy theorem for arbitrary spaces. These proofs, by a slight modification, work for the singular cubical complex or the singular simplicial complex with definition of fibre space being used here. This proposition is just a statement of the covering homotopy theorem or condition.
Proposition.
Under the same conditions as the preceding proposition assume that F and F': IXE'-^E are maps such that Fo = Fo' = /. and wF, = irFt' = F,ir'.
In this case there exists a map G:I X IXE'->E such that
(1) G(0, t', e') = F(t', e'),
(2) G(l, f, e') = F'(t', e'),
G(t, 0, e') = /, and (4) *G(t, t', e') = Frir'W).
This proposition again follows immediately from the definition of covering homotopy.
It says that the particular choice of a covering homotopy F oi F does not make a great deal of difference. Comments on the proof. This proposition bears the same analogy to Proposition 3.2 that Proposition 3.3 does to Proposition 3.1. The fact that these propositions are satisfied for any fibre space means more or less that when one is working with singular cubical theory the covering homotopy theorem for finite complexes is all that is necessary. The general covering homotopy theorem is convenient for if G exists as in 3.2 and one defines Wv(tx, ■ ■ • , tn+2) = G(t2, tx, v(k, ■ ■ ■ , tn+x)) then IF satisfies the required conditions. However, the existence of IF can be proved by induction on dimension just as the existence of F in the preceding proposition.
Suppose the conditions of 3.1 are fulfilled, then there is a homomorphism V.Q"(E)^QP (E) such that Vu is a (1, n) prism for u an n-simplex, and such that 4. The acyclicity on models and augmentability of the functors E'*A. In this section we will let L be one of the functors CD\ F, C'D\ F, or C"D\ F, and we will denote by ET the functor ErL. Now we want to show that as far as the functor E2 is concerned it makes no difference if the base space B of x: E->B is a point, or a contractible space.
Let x:£->25 be a fibre map, b'EB, and £' = x_1(6').
Leti: b'-+B,i: E'-^E be the inclusion maps, andir' =x| E'. Let 
The functor E\A is acyclic on models.
